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Student Experiences
Jeb Ayres, Department of Forestry and Mammoth Cave National Park: This summer I worked with Dr. Lacki,
Marissa Thalken, and the National Park Service at Mammoth Cave National Park. This project was to measure
population sizes of Northern Long eared bat nursery colonies following exposure to White Nose Syndrome.
Northern Long eared bats were listed as a threatened species in the US in 2014.
Dylan Chisholm, Lloyd A. Foe Consulting Foresters, LLC: I worked this summer calculating timber for timber
harvest auctions and also working extensively with ArcGIS to map property boundaries for tree inventories.
David Corr, SIT’s Renewable Energy, Technology, and Resource Economics Program: This summer, I
participated in a study abroad program in Iceland. As part of the program, I developed a review of Icelandic
policies affecting use of electric vehicles, including imports, taxes, and charging infrastructure.
Grace Coy, The University of Kentucky Arboretum: This past
summer I served as a Native Ecosystems Intern at the
University of Kentucky Arboretum. My work primarily focused
on the Walk Across Kentucky exhibit under the supervision of
the Arboretum’s curator, Todd Rounsaville. My main
responsibilities focused on maintaining and developing the
natural landscape of the Walk. Additionally, I invested time
studying the ecology of the regions represented and aided in
developing ways to bring this valuable education to the
community.

Erin Klamic assisting students to identify fish species at
Sandy Point, Maryland

Jason Fibel, Raven Run: Over the past summer, I interned at
Raven Run Nature Sanctuary as a park naturalist. Some of my
duties involved giving guided tours and hikes, tree removal after
severe storms, and general trail maintenance. My main project at
Raven Run was assembling a Monarch Butterfly Waystation.

Karina Fuentes, Student Sustainability Council: This summer I
had the opportunity to work with two council members under the
supervision of Shane Tedder who is the sustainability coordinator
at the University of Kentucky. My main objectives as the summer
intern were to collect data from personnel/organizations that
applied for funding. I put together reports to better assist the
incoming council. I also promoted the SSC and helped plan the
annual SSC fall retreat.

Karina Fuentes with one of her recycling projects
on campus

John Garlasco, TerraCycle: This summer I had an internship at a
recycling company called TerraCycle based in Trenton, New
Jersey. I was part of the business development and account
management team working on presentations to give to potential
clients trying to convince companies to recycle their highly
consumed packed goods.

Kyle Howard, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) at Martins Fork Lake:
This past summer I worked with the USACE as an intern promoting the lake for
recreational activities as well as operating and maintaining the lake for flood
control and management. I was involved with water quality testing in the lake.
Another one of my duties was taking pictures as engineers inspected local flood
projects (Levees and flood walls).
Jad Husayni, Lexington-Fayette Urban County Government: I conducted my
internship with the Division of Water Quality as a basin inspector. My job was to
inspect the city’s storm water infrastructure, namely detention and retention basins.
I ensured that all of the basins were functioning properly and reported any
compliance issues to my supervisor.
Erin Klamic, National Aquarium in Baltimore: This summer I was one of four
interns in the education department at the National Aquarium in Baltimore. This
internship allowed me to work with both sections of the education department at
the aquarium. In the formal education department doing outreach with elementary
students, and the visitor programs department working in the aquarium with
guests.

Kyle Howard measuring water
quality at Martins Fork Lake

Marielle Manning, Aquatic Resources Management: For my summer
internship, I worked at Aquatic Resources Management in Lexington. My
time was split between working in the WET lab and the MACRO lab. In
the WET lab I did culture maintenance of Ceradaphnia dubia, a species of
water flea. We used these in water quality tests by counting their survival
and reproduction rates. In the MACRO lab, I sorted and counted
macroinvertebrates from leaf litter samples. The work I did is part of a
larger process used at Aquatic Resources Management in order to provide
clients with Clean Water Act 404 and 402 permits.

Marielle Manning sorting macros in
The MACRO laboratory

Emily Mastoroudis, Kentucky Wildlife Center: This summer I had the
opportunity to intern at the Kentucky Wildlife Center. The Kentucky
Wildlife Center's mission is to rescue and rehabilitate injured and/or
orphaned Kentucky wildlife. My main duties were to feed, clean, medicate,
administer fluids, and monitor behaviors of the wildlife in the center.

Jonathan Matthews, Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources (KYDFWR): For my internship I
worked with KYDFWR. My daily tasks were to teach kids about conservation and outdoor activities such as
archery, gun safety, and outdoor survival. I also became a hunter education instructor for the state of Kentucky.

Michaela Rogers, Lancaster University Insect Ecology Lab: During my
education abroad year in England at Lancaster University I worked
with Dr. Rosa Menéndez looking at the impact of climate change on the
range shifts of dung beetles collected in the Picos de Europa Mountain
Range. My work included classifying samples collected at ascending
elevation points and comparing data to literature to assess how the insects
relocate along the elevation gradient due to climatic dependence.
Jeremy Scherer, Natural Resources Conservation Service: This past
summer I was hired by the Natural Resources Conservation Service as part
of the Pathways Program to work in a field office in Snyder, Texas as a soil
Jeremy Scherer with tumbleweed found
conservation trainee. My daily duties ranged anywhere from environmental
during wildlife training in Texas
education to working with land owners to address natural resource concerns
to using an ATV to mark points on a property to either measure work that
had been done, such as brush removal or fences constructed, or work that was still being planned.
James Stermer, UK Rain Garden: This research project is a collaborative effort between the Plant and Soil
Science (Chris Matocha) and Biosystems and Ag. Engineering departments with the Tracy Farmer Center for
Sustainability and the Environment. The project investigates the potential of a rain garden to serve as a sink for
zinc, a metal potentially found in stormwater runoff. I assisted in water sample collection and characterization.
Shane Stiles, Bernheim Arboretum and Research Forest: My internship at Bernheim (located south of Louisville)
was within the Horticultural department. I spent most of my time managing the arboretum. My daily duties
included removing invasive plants, tending to an edible garden and planting seasonal crops. I also worked with
cutting down trees, collecting flowering plants, and grafting trees.
Jesse Vaught, Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources (KYDFWR): I was fortunate enough to be
able to spend my summer of 2015 working with the KYDFWR at their educational camp on Kentucky Lake.
Each week a new group of kids from schools all around Kentucky were shuttled in. I acted as a camp counselor,
as well as a conservation educator, teaching many different subjects under the supervision of permanent educators.
Kseniya Verenich, Department of Forestry: This summer I had the
opportunity to work alongside a University of Kentucky graduate
student as a field technician, assisting them in their graduate thesis
research. The field research involved gathering preliminary data on
the thermoregulation patterns of the Little brown bat for
Yellowstone National Park.

Kseniya Verenich setting up a data logger at
Bunsen Peak, Yellowstone National Park

Nathaniel Vogler, Louisville Metro Government (Jefferson
Memorial Forest): My summer internship took place in Jefferson
Memorial Forest, the nation’s largest municipal urban forest. I was
employed as an Environmental Education Instructor, leading groups
of students through numerous outdoor environmental activities.
I was also responsible for providing care to a variety of animal
species housed within the parks’ Environmental Education Center.

Chloe Vorseth, Department of Forestry: My research project with Dr. G. Andrew Stainback explored the
potential collaboration between Rwanda and Burundi in managing two adjoining protected areas – Nyungwe
National Park in Rwanda and Kibira National Park in Burundi. Hopefully, the results of this research will enable
conservation professionals and policymakers from both countries to more effectively collaborate in protecting this
important ecosystem.
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